
         Now I play a game. I like to throw the ball and knock over the bottles. I always beat 

that game!

         A breeze blows past. I smell the air. Something smells yummy! I almost forgot 

the other thing we can use our ticket to do. We can buy snacks!

         I use my ticket to buy popcorn. I love the school carnival.

          Today is a fun day. We will have a school carnival! Miss Tate is our teacher. She gives 

each student a ticket. We can use the ticket to ride all the rides. We can use the ticket to 

play all the games.

         My �rst ride is the bumper cars. Bump!

         My next ride is the spinning swings. Wee!

by Katie Clark
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permint and pizzas.

3) What does the character in the story eat?

5) Have you been to a carnival? What is your favorite ride or game?

The things the ticket in the story can be used for:

a)   riding rides

b)   playing games

c)   buying snacks

d)   all of the above

2)

1) Who is the teacher? What does she give the students?

4) Sequence the events in the story.

throwing the ball and knocking the bottle

spinning swings

bumper car rides

buying popcorn
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Answer key

permint and pizzas.

3) What does the character in the story eat?

Popcorn

5) Have you been to a carnival? What is your favorite ride or game?

Answers may vary.

The things the ticket in the story can be used for:

a)   riding rides

b)   playing games

c)   buying snacks

d)   all of the above

2)

1) Who is the teacher? What does she give the students?

Miss Tate is the teacher. She gives each student a ticket.

4) Sequence the events in the story.

throwing the ball and knocking the bottle

spinning swings

bumper car rides

3

2

1

4 buying popcorn
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